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**Abstract:** Many students are challenged when tasked to complete a word problem. While they may know the procedural steps to solve an equation, translating a word problem into an appropriate equation and producing a solution may often cause students to become confused or unwilling to try. This article provides a potential solution for teachers by discussing the use of a simple mnemonic tool to help organize the process. Mnemonics are a useful and effective strategy to help students with learning disabilities remember information and process steps. In the strategy presented, the mnemonic **PIES** is used to describe a 4-step process for solving word problems in which the acronym is described as **P**=Picture (draw a simple sketch) based on the situation described by the word problem), **I**=Information (circle key words in the problem and write next to picture), **E**=Equation (find an equation that fits the information), and **S**=Solve (solve the equation to produce an answer). **PIES** has been successfully used with all students in an inclusive high school Physics classroom, as well as self-contained high school science classes. Suggestions and an example for teachers are included.

Developing effective student problem solving skills to present to students has been an ongoing challenge for educators. For a variety of reasons, the challenge is magnified for students with learning disabilities (Mastropieri & Scruggs, 2010). Some students, for example, may have difficulties in organization, while others experience reading comprehension issues. In this article, we present an effective mnemonic that has produced improvement in performance for students of all skill levels in our classroom, particularly those students with learning disabilities. This mnemonic strategy has been successfully used in our inclusive high school Physics classroom, as well as self-contained high school science classes. Additionally, the Algebra 1 teacher reports that students co-enrolled in inclusive Physics and Algebra 1 have also shown improvement in their ability to solve word problems in the Mathematics class.

How many times have teachers heard students proclaim, “I can’t do word problems!”? This student refrain is often genuine, based on years of frustration and failure, particularly for students challenged by learning disabilities. Although many students have the ability to solve basic STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) equations, such as $10 + 2 \times x = 20$, they immediately shut down when presented with the following word problem:

**Carla is driving at 10 m/s when she speeds up (accelerates) at 2 m/s$^2$. If her new speed is now 20 m/s, how long was she accelerating?**

It turns out that the initial equation, $10 + 2$
x = 20 will provide the solution to the word problem. But for a vast number of students, the verbal aspects of the word problem pose what they perceive to be as an insurmountable problem. They simply do not know where, or how, to begin. A frequent response for many students is to skip this problem, or if attempting a multiple choice assessment, to immediately guess one of the given answers and move on to the next question.

Our approach is to break this cycle of despair by providing students with a methodology with which to begin and a simple, standard approach which leads the student through a process leading to correct solutions. This series of easy-to-follow-steps can be used by every student in the inclusive science classroom (Linz, Heater, & Howard, 2011). Our classroom experience is that the mnemonic PIES is quickly learned and can be applied to a variety of word problems from introductory Physics through Advanced Placement (AP) courses.

This approach uses a mnemonic to help students learn and remember the steps needed for solving word problems. The use of mnemonics is an effective strategy for helping all students, but has been shown to be particularly effective for students with disabilities (Forness, Kavale, Blum, & Lloyd, 1997). In addition, mnemonics have been found to be useful in teaching science content to students with learning disabilities (Therrien, Taylor, Hosp, Kaldenberg, & Gorsh, 2011). You may already be familiar with the acrostic King Philip Came Over For Green Soup used in a Biology class to assist students learning Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species. Or, you may use the acronym PEN for Protons, Electrons and Neutrons. Simply put, many teachers are frequent users of acronyms to assist student learning. Our suggested approach for solving word problems uses a very easy-to-remember acronym.

We call the process PIES. The acronym stands for

**Picture** - draw a simple picture showing the situation

**Information** - find important facts (information) and list them next to the picture

**Equation** - find an equation which matches the information on the picture

**Solve** - insert information from picture into equation and solve algebraically

Let’s apply the PIES process to the beginning Physics motion problem described above. The first step for the student is to read the entire problem and to gather sufficient information to draw a rough **Picture**, or sketch, of the situation described by the words. Stick figures work great. The idea is to get the students started. No longer are they simply staring at words; they have now done what many simply cannot do - they have started solving a word problem. Here is an acceptable picture:
Although this sketch will probably not win an art award, it does serve the purpose of having the student get started on the word problem. The student is no longer staring at the words, but is now actively involved in the process of solving the problem. This is the Picture part of PIES. When assessing student work, we give partial credit for this sketch (e.g., 2 of the 10 points for the entire problem), even if that is all the student is able to do. Our rationale is that the student has become engaged in the problem solving process – a particularly significant progress marker for the student who has a history of not even attempting such problems. As the student continues the PIES process, additional points are awarded for each successful completion of parts of the problem. The incremental awarding of points provides reinforcement in motivating students to continue working through the process (Mastropieri & Scruggs, 2010).

The next step is for the student to “mine” the word problem to find important Information which can be added to the picture which has been drawn. Although we initially use the word “mine” to describe the process to the students, we also include follow on descriptors for their actions, such as “find” and “discover” or “dig out.” To do this excavation, we select students whom we know to be comfortable reading aloud to start to read the word problem. We simultaneously challenge the entire class to yell “STOP” when the reader reaches a piece of information which is deemed to be important. Our goal is to have the entire class involved. Another option which we have used is to have one student designated to read, and another to yell STOP.

As the designated student begins to read the given problem, “Carla is driving at 10 m/s.” Ask students the following questions:

1. “Why did you yell STOP?”
2. “Is that an important piece of information?”
3. “What type of information is 10 m/s?”

Sometimes we select a different student and ask the same questions. The purpose is to identify that 10 m/s is definitely important information and to continue questioning until it is correctly identified as the speed or the velocity, which we call “v.” We then tell all the students to circle that information (as shown below).

![Image of Carla driving at 10 m/s](image)

and to then add that information to the picture which they have drawn.

![Updated image with v = 10 m/s](image)

The student is now in the second step of the PIES process, that is, finding and applying Information to the Picture. Another student is selected to continue reading aloud until the next piece of important information is discovered

… when she speeds up (accelerates) at 2 m/s².

Most students are told to stop either at “speeds
up” or “at 2 m/s².” We then quiz the class as to what acceleration means, have them circle this new important information, and add it to the diagram. We now have

Carla is driving at 10 m/s when she speeds up (accelerates) at 2 m/s².

and the picture now becomes

\[
\begin{align*}
v_i &= 10 \text{ m/s} \\
a &= 2 \text{ m/s}^2 \\
v_f &= 20 \text{ m/s}
\end{align*}
\]

But the student is not finished. There are more words left in the problem, and they are just as important as the others. We often read the final words to the student: “How long was she accelerating?” So what is it that we are trying to find?...there are often several answers, but ultimately a majority of the students settle on time, t.

It is important to stress to the students that this final quantity is just as important as the other information, and that it MUST be added to the picture. Because there is no numerical figure associated with this quantity, we still must write it down, so that we have ALL the information. Since we do not know its value yet, we will label it with a question mark. Our word problem has now been completely mined.

Carla is driving at 10 m/s when she speeds up (accelerates) at 2 m/s². If her new speed is now 20 m/s, how long was she accelerating?

and our completed picture is now:

\[
\begin{align*}
v_i &= 10 \text{ m/s} \\
a &= 2 \text{ m/s}^2 \\
v_f &= 20 \text{ m/s} \\
t &= ?
\end{align*}
\]
The students who have now successfully completed the Information part of PIES are awarded additional partial credit (e.g., 2 more points out of the 10 assigned for this problem). We provide verbal encouragement by reminding students that they have now completed essentially 50% of a word problem.

Students are now ready for the next step of PIES, finding the correct Equation to use to solve the problem. We always provide a list of applicable equations, although some teachers may prefer not to do so. Our classroom experience is that students with learning disabilities benefit from having a “shopping list” of equations to choose from. We also note that comparable lists are provided for students taking Advanced Placement examinations. Our goal with PIES is to teach a process for solving problems, not to complicate the issue by forcing memorization of equations. The applicable numbered equation list (or “bank” – similar to word banks) provided with this “Carla” problem is:

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) & \quad d &= v (t) \\
(2) & \quad d &= v_i (t) + \frac{1}{2} a (t^2) \\
(3) & \quad v_f &= v_i + a (t) \\
(4) & \quad v_f^2 &= v_i^2 + 2 (a) (d)
\end{align*}
\]

[We have found that the numbering of the equations is very helpful for students with learning disabilities.]

We now direct students to look at their picture and the information which they have written on it in order to locate one of the equations which has all 4 variables, that is, it must have \( v_f, a, v_i, \) and \( t \) in it. There is typically some initial confusion, but soon each student sees that only equation (3) contains the correct variables. But the students are NOT finished with the Equation part of PIES until they write out the equation (legibly and accurately) under their picture. At this point they are \( \frac{3}{4} \) finished with the problem. Note that they do not yet have an answer, but they are now 75% there. All that is left is to Solve the chosen equation algebraically. Again the students are rewarded with additional credit for this part of their work. Their work should now look like this:

\[
\begin{align*}
& v_i = 10 \, \text{m/s} \\
& a = 2 \, \text{m/s}^2 \\
& v_f = 20 \, \text{m/s} \\
& t = \, ?
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& v_f = v_i + a (t)
\end{align*}
\]

Now the students are instructed to simply take the information which they placed on their picture in the correct location directly below the equation which they have placed below their picture. We do not include units...
(although some teachers may choose to do so). Our classroom experience is that students with learning disabilities can be distracted by the presence of both unit and number in an equation, and that, so long as the MKS (meters, kilograms, seconds) units are being used, the correct unit for the answer will be apparent. Typical student work should look like this:

\[ v_f = v_i + a(t) \]
\[ 20 = 10 + 2(t) \]
\[ 10 = 2(t) \]
\[ 5 = t \]

Now we ask, “What are the correct MKS units for Time?” Most (but not all) enthusiastically reply “Seconds” and are then directed to use their answers to complete the solution, \( t = 5 \text{ sec} \). But we are not finished until the student indicates that this is their answer to the problem by circling the answer, \( t = 5 \text{ sec} \).

The entire PIES process now looks like this:

**Carla is driving at 10 m/s when she speeds up (accelerates) at 2 m/s\(^2\). If her new speed is now 20 m/s, how long was she accelerating?**

\[ v_i = 10 \text{ m/s} \]
\[ a = 2 \text{ m/s}^2 \]
\[ v_f = 20 \text{ m/s} \]
\[ t = ? \]

In terms of assessment, we can now award the student who has successfully completed the entire problem using the PIES process (including circling the answer) the full amount of points (e.g., 10 out of 10). Once students become comfortable and proficient with PIES, they look forward to earning credit on an incremental basis rather than the “go-no go” grading associated with multiple-choice assessments. An additional benefit is that teachers are able to better analyze exactly where students are having difficulty in successfully completing word problems. Interestingly, we have found that the most common challenge for students is not completing the algebraic component, but in finding the appropriate equation to use. Providing a process to determine the correct equation is one of the many benefits of PIES.

In conclusion, the acronym PIES used for remembering process steps and awarding of points for each step of the process has been successful in our inclusive high school Physics classroom and in self-contained science...
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classroom for students with learning disabilities. All students in our Physics classes, not just those with learning disabilities, use the mnemonic when solving word problems. We have also found that homework with assigned word problems is more complete when students apply PIES. Students appear to gain confidence as evidenced by their attempts to complete all of the assigned homework problems. In the past, homework with assigned word problems would be incomplete as students would not attempt to solve the word problems or only provide answers without showing their work.

Students are also encouraged to use PIES when taking tests in our class and on the end of the year standardized tests. During unit tests, students are awarded points for each step of the process which also serves to reward students for making an attempt at each question. Although PIES was developed to assist students with learning disabilities in an inclusive high school Physics classroom, students in self-contained classes, as well as Algebra 1 classes have also used PIES successfully. It is a mnemonic for solving word problems that may benefit students in all science content areas and at other skill-levels, including Advanced Placement (AP) courses.
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